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By%BLIGH TALBOT-CROSBIE, Esq.

the
OBAIR NA
MULT,
Wethers' Well, is a place of
ancient and wide recaourse for
faithful sufferers, but has not
Shitherto received its due meed of
from
the critical scientist. Perhaps
attention
science has been diffident of intruding upon
religion; but though religion and science
have been, and are distrustful of one another,
and have not foreborne to slander and persecute one
another; who can doubt that did they but know each
other, and themselves, a little better, they would find
that they are very sisters, both daughters of Truth ?
Tobar na Molt is situated in Ardfert parish, in the
townland of Tubrid Mor, and a mile and a quarter to
the N. E. of Ardfert railway station. Tubrid Mor is
Tubrid Beg.
There are,
adjoined on
,the elast by
according to Dr. Joyce, no less than sixteen townlands
in Ireland bearing the name of Tubrid. It is well to
give his account of the word, as a specious local etymology derives it from Tobar Ita, Ita's Well. It seems
that an early form oof the word ' tobar' occurs in 'tipra,'
with a dative case 'tiprait' or 'tiobraid,' and as the
preference for an oblique case can be remarked any day
in the speech of a foreigner or a child-the latter wont
is only
to express his satisfaction by 'me do like'-it
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necessary to conceive a Gaelic speaker telling an English
that he was going 'go tiobraid,' to the well, a-nr the
English, from that day forth going to 'Tubrid.'
The epithet 'na mult' is diversely referred to two
legendary incidents, current in the district. The former
has the merit of associating the mosf renowned spring of
the South of Ireland with the most celebrated cleric,
St. Brendan, the Navigator; whose name has its fittest
memorial in the uttermost mountain of the Dingle peninsula, a peak more solitary, more mysterious, more
sublime than even Slieve DoAiard or Croagh Patrick:
whose zeal has a lingering testimony in several ruinous
foundations in Scotland and in Brittany; and whose
legend was the delight of all medieval Christendom.
But the congruity of. a connection between the miraculous
well and the holy man who was born but a few miles
away, must not persuade us to hastily conclude that the
well owes its first reputation to the Saint.
It is hardly conceivable that such a spring should
have been ignored by spring-worshipping druids; nor is
it likely that so perfect a natural font would have been
missed by early baptists. Moreover, Brendan's birthplace was not so near, nor yet were springs so few, but
that some strong inducement must be assumed, for his
mother to bring the infant to receive the first Christian
sacrament at our present Tobar na Molt.
The only written authority to which I can refer,
for connecting St. Brendan with Tobar na Molt, is the
'Betha Brenainn,' derived from the 'Book of Lismore,'
a 15th century compilation, and reprinted in the YRev.
Denis O'Donoghue's 'Brendaniana.'
This ancient Gaelic biography, fragrant with its
unfeigned devotion and simple piety, furnishes a
particular account of the Saint's birth and baptism.
The rite was administered by Bishop Erc, identified as
the Bishop of Lilcach (unknown) and Ferta-Fer-Feig
(Slane), St. Patrick's Brehon, who died A.D. 513, at the
age of ninety. The name Erc survives in the district:
in the townland of Lerrig (Kilmoyley parish) are
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More
vestiges of a building known as Termon Eire.
curious; another ruin near Glenderry, in Ballyheigue
parish, is known as Kilvicadeachadh (church of
Deaghadh's son) which, says Father O'Donoghue, "I
believe bears the patronymic of St. Erc of Slane, for his
father was Deaghadh, as his pedigree shows, or Dego
as it was Latinized by our hagiographers." Two miles
east of the ruin Kilvicadeaghadh is an interesting 'holy
well' bearing the same patronymic, Tobar Micadeaghadh.
I wish Father O'Donoghue had given a reference for
Bishop Erc of Slane's parentage-his descent appears in
the Martyrology of Donegal, for it is remarkable if a
bishop who came at an advanced age, from a remote
locality, to administer a wide and savage district is
commemorated in one of his foundations by the name of
an unknown father. The point deserves investigation.
The whole account in the 'Betha': the place chosen
for the baptism, the pagan (?) name, changed,
apparently just before the rite, for one suggested by a
coinciding natural phenomenon; the baptismal "fee in
kind," is all so interesting, as indicating the uses of the
primitive church in Ireland, and is besides so touching
and natural, that I cannot refrain from citing it in full,
adapting Dr. Stoke's translation, but giving the ancient
ranns in the original. Alltraige Caille (Brendan's birthplace), or Alltraigi-Cuile-Beara according to; a note
recurring on the pedigrees of the Saint, was certainly
not far from Tralee, and probably in the direction of
Fenit. Finnlogha is Brendan's father.
" Now on the night that Brendan was born, Bishop
Ere saw Alltraigh Cailli under one marvellous blaze,
such as he never saw before, and a wondrous ministering
of angels in bright, shining garments, through all the
Very early on the morrow,
country around about.
and
to the house of Finnlogha,
arose
came
Erc
Bishop
and took the infant in his arms and said to him " 0
man of God," that is, who wilt be serviceable to God,
'take me to thee as thy loyal votary; and a multitude it
is that shall greatly rejoice for thy birth, even as now
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do greatly rejoice my heart and my soul.' Thus spake
Bishop Ere. Afterwards he knelt down and worshipped
before him, and shed many tears for joy, and gave Mobhi
to him as name at the first, from his parents.
Ut dixit poeta:Mobhi a ainm-sium artus,
O thustidhib, caomh a rus;
Macaom, sluaghact, sirtech, seng,
Ba cobair d'feraib Erenn.
Afterwards there came on a white drop, that is a
white fog, which rolled over all Fenit. White was well
said of him, for white he was, in body and in soul, ut
dixit:
Braonfind a ainm-sium iarsin,
O curp ocus o anmain;
On braon sin fuair slain,
O epscop Eire a aon rain.
It is then there sprung forth three purple wethers out of
the well, fee of Brendan's baptism, ut:.
Tri muilt corcra, suaire in tred,
Fiacha baistigh Brenainn beg,
Rosgeinset, ba caom an cor,
As in topur an aonor."
It will be noticed that neither in the earlier rann, nor in
the biographer's paraphrase, is there assertion, or indeed
suggestion of anything miraculous about either the
the wethers or the manner of their appearance, anything
not to be referred to a natural incident, commemorated
in vivid poetic style. Certainly, if a miracle presupposes
an exigency, the provision of Bishop Erc's fee can hardly
have been miraculous; for Brendan's parents were not
poor, and the offering of their rich neighbour Airde,
thirty cows and the thirty heifer-calves they had dropped
on the night of Brendan's birth, was provision for every
due.
The second legend of the Wethers, which has the
curious interest of connecting the sources of the little
Thyse or Gabhra with its mouth, Tobar na Molt with
Arh Caoragh, the Wethers' Well with the Sheep's Ford;
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may he heard from anyone in the Barony, with minor
variations, depending upon the imagination and judgment of the narrator. I can but accept the honour I find
incumbent, of repeating it to the Kerry Archaeological
Society; merely making the conventional premise 'I
don't know how much of it's true.'
Well, in the bad, penal times, when the priests were
being hunted to death like wild beasts, it happened that
a Mass was being said, on some holy-day most likely,
before the old altar by the well; and three priests taking
part and a great crowd present from all the seven parishes
round. There were look-out men set up on the ridges
above the well to give the signal if the soldiers were
coming; and just before the elevation there was a cry,
'the bloodhounds,' and sure enough, in another minute
they came leaping down the slope towards the altar,
with their red tongues hanging out between their teeth;
and there were the soldiers rising over the ridge behind
them. Not one of the priests so much as cast a glance
their way, or had any appearance of hearing anything,
but all went on with the Mass as quietly as if they were
in St. Peter's itself; and of all the people on their knees,
every one was afraid to let the first stir out of him; only
you could hear the women sobbing. But now when tdhe
dogs were drawing close, up out of the well, just under
their ugly noses, there leapt three wethers and set
scampering off towards the north, like a lunatic making
for Gleann-na-nGealt. But if it was for pleasure they
began the running, it was for need they continued; for
the dogs were soon making grabs at their woolly sterns;
and behind the dogs galloped the soldiers, and the
justices of the peace--queer justices, and the sheriffs
with them: and the wethers kept screeching and the dogs
yelling and the soldiers shouting themselves crazy, and
such a hunt Finn Mac Cumhall himself never made; over
dykes and ditches, over hard and soft, over high and low,
five Irish miles to Ath Caoraig; where on a sudden, and
just as the priest at the well was giving the people the
blessing, the wethers disappeared into the ground; like
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rabbits into their holes; only when the soldiers and
justices and sheriffs came up to where the dogs were
snuffilng rounid, divil a hole there was to be seen.

Fig. 1

TDBAR-NA-MOLT.

Tobar ,a lieso3Ilt in a wide shallow basin of pasture
land; gentle broad-ridged slopes bosoming it around;
save to the west, where the surface and the spring water
drain s:luggishly away towards the distant line of dullglowding dunes, and1 the glaming misty plain of the
Atlantic. The well lies a,couple of perches from the
The land is the
high road and somewhat beneath.
property of Mr. Donovan; the tenant being one Denis
O'Connor, who has provided a gate and passage, so that
cars bearing the helpless can drive to within a hundred
yards of the well, and who has eased the final stage by a
wicket and foot-path. Probably the untilled strip is not
the least productive part of the potato field; for though
Mr. O'Connor has no fixed toll, and charitably exempts
the poorest, he is at least as ready to augment as to
rebate, when he discerns opportunity, and the
commonlo
suspension of judgment at the instance of devotion is
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apt to make his exactions peculiarly easy. The well area
is enclosed by a dry stone fence, and forms an roval,
lying almost east and west, about 30 paces in length and
half as many in width.
The scientist who visits Tobar na Molt, must hope
to find no pilgrims; otherwise he will feel the restraint
of their devotions as much as they the liberty of his
investigations.
Besides, who can admit preoccupation
in the presence of human suffering and sorrow? On my
first visit to Tobar na Molt with a view to this paper, I
found two poor women in the green plaid shawls of the
The elder had full,
country, 'paying their rounds.'
ruddy cheeks, but the younger was wasted and hectic,
advanced in consumption.
It was a day of piercing
N. E. wind which fluttered all the rags upon the briar
anlldd(arkeneld the sullen, weedy pool. The harsh sun
shone from a L)aldsky, with a bane rather than a8blessing
in his beams. It seemed no propitious hour to stretch
the wasted hand beyond the stars.
The consumptive
girl coughed in hopeless, miserable paroxysmns. I
found the scientific attitude utterly unattainable, and
after a short time came away, sad at heart.

Fig 2

TOBAR-NA-MOLT.
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The enclosure contains three main objects of
The
interest; the 'well,' the 'altar' and the 'grave.'
'well' which occupies the western extremity is a more
or less circular pool, some 15ft. in diameter and perhaps
4ft. deep, edged with undressed stones.
It is fed from some bottom-spring, and has an outflow to the west, led through a pipe, so that the pilgrim
can 'pay his round' dry-shod. But the flow is slight,
even after rain: there is hardly a perceptible current in
the pool. In a dry season the water sinks considerably;
though it is said never wholly to fail; nor is the
auspicious trout which, by report, lives solitary, immortal, in those few gallons of clouded water, left to
gasp out its life in the sun. From time to time a whiff
of gas escapes through the bottom slime, near to the
bathing steps, and a bevy of wannish bubbles acending
It will be
to the dull surface, erupts into the air.
to the
but
little
answers
Tobar
na
that
Molt
gathered
its
surface
idea
a
from
its
well:
size,
apart
ordinary
of
is not deep below the ground, and it has an unmistakable
outflow; being, indeed, as I have said, the source of the
short but romantic stream, the Tyshe. Yet the Gaelic
'tobar' is, in general, correctly rendered by the English
'well,' in the latter's common, as distinct from its
radical meaning, though 'tobar' is common with the
Perhaps there is no more a single
significance 'spring.'
than
a
single Gaelic to express the idea of
English word
a spring-fed-pool-source; though a Gaelic compound
would be more natural and satisfactory.
To t1he north of the well, just outside the
surrounding fence, is one of those vegetable freaks which,
in all couintries and all ages have inspired the gazer with
a curious bewilderment and awe, in virtue of a certain
appearance of remote consciousness and intelligence;
suggesting many a beautiful, many a fantastic tale of
metamorphosis and ban. An old but vigorous hawthorn
of the solecistic thornless kind, after having suffering
for many years the edge of the Atlantic blast, which
sweeping up the funnel-shaped valley shore the twiggy
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growth to the semblance of streaming tresses, seems to
have at last given way at the root, and fallen over, till
checked by the stone-wall. This must have happened
many a winter ago; for since then the recumbent tree
has not merely sent up a shock of new branches from its
prostrate tips, but the new bush, sharing in time the
fate of the old, has shown similar resource; till now the
tree forms a sort of convulsed hedge round one corner
of the well-enclosure.
I doubt if the branches have
really rooted, and believe the whole growth nourished
from the parent trunk, but water and stones and brushwood make investigation difficult, and I could not satisfy
myself. The 'well' which I have preferred to describe
It is
first, comes last in the rounds of the pilgrim.
circled once, watch-wise, i.e., with the right hand inward; the rosary being repeated, for the third time, the
while. Triple submersion, after ' paying the rounds,'
repeated in some instances on the next and even again
on the following day, represents importunity in its
drastic form; but the most of those who have recourse to
Tobar na Molt do not bathe at all, but merely take a
varying number of sips of the water. The three great
days of pilgrimage to the well are (1) the Saturday
before La Bealtaine. (2) the Saturday before Saint
John's day, June 15, and (3) the Saturday before
This choice of days offers a
Lammas, August 1.
St. Brendan of
tempting puzzle to the ingenious.
Clonfert's festival is May 16.
Remarkable cures are
undoubtedly effected from time to time, at the well.
Some half-score crutches, one pair pathetically short,
moss-grown and worm-eaten, are a rather forlorn witness
to immediate restoration of powers lost.
Seaghan 0
Brennan, an Ardfert poet, composed about the middle of
last century, what is said to have been a very fine Gaelic
ode of thanksgiving for a cure wrought on himself at
the well. I would give much to recover a piece the loss
of which is an indictment.
The 'altar' stands five paces above the well, and
fronts approximately west. The Irish archaeologist is
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accustomed to finding objects of interest and
detached
and
in
the
most
remote,
beauty,
and
to
the
situations,
perverted
incongruous
strangest uses. But no visitor to Tobar na Mult can
fail to be surprised as well as delighted when his eye
first rests on the front of the altar. The structure is of
undressed stone, recently and indifferently put together.
There is no record of its ever having been consecrated, nor, legend apart, of Mass ever having been
celebrated upon it. It is heaped with a sorry debris of
votive offerings;
broken and dissolving
images,
mouldering scapulars, rusty heads, a mug filled with
rain-water, a child's boot, pencils, buttons, pins-pins
of all sorts-the pitiful tokens of suffering poverty. The
front of the 'altar' consists of a single block of limestone, elaborately carved. It measures 39 " in length
by 22" in height, is carved to a depth of 3'", and appears
to be set several inches into the mason-work.
The
design is a triple arcade, with ogee arches and rudelyfigured pilasters and corbels: the spandrels and trigons
are sculptured with fleur-de-lis: the niches of the arcade
are occupied by three figures in high relief. These three
figures have a weird, ghastly appearance, for while all the
rest of the lime-stone is patched with white and blotched
with orange lichin, their three featureless heads look
forth black and smooth as marble, worn and polished by
the lips of importunate generations. The figure in the
centre is a corpse: the head without covering, and showing
no attempt to represent hair, rests on a long, narrow
pillow: the bands of the cerements cross on the breast:
the hands are bent up on the lower part of the body:
the feet are not shown. The figure on the right of the
corpse wears a mitre: the chin is broken off, leaving the
face, which must have been, like the faces of the other
two figures, remarkably long, round: the ears are
enormous and prominent: behind the neck appears a
cowl: the right hand is raised in blessing, the two last
TLe left
fingers bent; on the middle finger a ring.
hands holds a crozier, Down the front of the habit are
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rib-like grooves curving upwards on either side of a
broad central ridge, perhaps an attempt to represent
vestments, but giving a ghastly, skeleton effect: the feet
are roughly indicated.
The figure on the left of the corpse seems unfinished:
the head is not cut clear to the ground; though the
may stand for tresses;
blocking left above the
shouldcrl's
the book, flat upon the breast, and the right hand
holding it are left merely grooved round, not inl clear
relief: the skirts of the dresses are crudely fluted: the
feet appear.

Fig 3.

TOBAR-NA-MOLT.

It will be seen from the photograph, which is better
than any description, that the workmanship of the three
figures is rude and primitive, without the remotest
pretension to art. The sculptor's one aim has been to
represent, in the flanking figures, two preconceived and
popular personages: the convenitional particulars required
for vulgar recognition, the nmitre, the crozier and the
book, he has cut large and clear; the rest he has squeezed
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in with perfunctory indifference; though the all but
complete erasure of the features has cost the meanq of
judging the sculptor in the most exacting part of his
work.
But by what satiric freak, unless the good
Bishop, like Father O'Flynn, professed conchology as
well as 'thayology,' the sculptor has made the episcopal
ears like big scollop shells, is not to be conjectured.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the stone was
originally part of an altar-tomb; that the central figure
represents the corpse it contained, and the mitred abbot
and learned woman two popular patron-saints: but as
to the date of the work, whence it came, whose remains
it covered, and who are the saints, popularly declared to
be St. Brendan and St. Ita, portrayed, I will rather hope
to find adequate grounds for conjecture, than consetit
to indulge in deceptive speculation.
The work on the canopy above the figures -is
remarkably superior, both in design and execltlon.
The ogee arches have a wide bevelled edge; the outside
spans on the right and left of the arcade are terminated
in boldly-undercut eaves, above the sunken pilasters.
The two central trigons terminate in corbels, which
however are much eroded. The top of the stone, unlike
the sides and bottom, is not dressed to a straight edge,
but hewn away irregularly, or perhaps broken in the
hurried transport of the relic. The spandrel on the right
is much eroded; that on the left, and the two central
trigons retain sections of almost undamaged sculpture.
The ornamental design consists of elaborations of the
fleur-de-lis; bold and free in conception; symetrical
without being geometrical, and harmonious without
being regular. Is the fleur-de-lis common in Kerry
religious ornament? There is an admirable floral cross
on the flag of a sedelia in Ardfert Friary: was the fleurde-lis evolved from the cross and does it embrace an idea
of the Trinity? The work is as excellent as the design:
the lips and ridges remain firm and clear, and the lobes
cleanly gouged and rounded. The story is current that
this sculptured slab was at one time removed by a certain
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Cromwellian colonist, who, whether an iconoclast or
merely an archaeologist, intended transferring it to his
residence at Killeen (now Oak Park) near Tralee. But
the ox-cart carrying the stone got no further than the
place on the Dun road since known as Bullock Hill, for
here it (miraculously) stuck, and not an inch further
could be budged.
There was nothing for it but to
abandon cart and stone for the night, and on the
following morning, behold, the stone was (miraculously)
restored to its former position by Tobar na Molt. Nor
did this act of sacrilige escape condign, if obscure,
The story is circumstantial and seems
punishment.
authentic: Killeen was occupied by a Cromwellian
colonist, who owned the limelight-illustrated name of
Sankey, Hiram Sankey; it would be extremely
interesting to know his end. When were bullocks last
used for traction in Co. Kerry? It is worth mentioning,
as illustration how tradition concedes to the age, that
the tenant of Tobal na Molt from whom I heard this
story, said that the spoilers tried horses first, and ' they
weren't strong enough, so they put in oxen instead.'
Towards the further end of the enclosure is the
'grave,' which, measuring some 18ft. in length and
lying roughly north and south, consists of the broken
turfy frame of what seems to have been a large burialmound constructed of stones and earth; the roof having
fallen in, perhaps as the supporting substances decayed.
Earth-work looks old in one year and not much older in
a thousand: the date of this would be hard to conjecture.
Outside the 'grave,' at the northern end, are three small
circular holes, made about a foot from each other, in
the thickness of the sod; each with a smooth stone as
bottom.
The stones are of slightly diverse tints and
have been polished by the fingers of suffering pilgrims.
who hope a benefit by rubbing these dies of stone, as
well as by leaving pins upon them as 'pishogues': the
rings of sod are stiff with rusted pins. Pilgrims are
wont to kneel in the southern end of the bath-shaped
interior, and here the bank has been scooped out, several
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hundredweights of soil having been removed by
generations of sufferers who, taking home the clay, with
the duck-weed and slime of the pool, believe they have
a sovereign panacea for their plagues.
These superstitious nastinesses, which I mention
reluctantly, might be extremely interesting to one
untroubled by importunate sympathy, able to consider
customs from the strictly historical and not at all from
the moral standpoint, and content to frigidly record a
fellow-sufferer's doings, without troubling himself as to
their mental or spiritual significance; for as it were
dishonourable to think such practices Christian, I take
them to be purely pagan.
However, philosophical investigations are, happily, not
involved in a description of Tobar na Molt.
Since writing the foregoing, I have had the opportunity of visiting Tobar na Molt on a day of pilgrimage,
the Saturday before May Day. A stranger, more affecting spectacle I have never seen; nor can I forbear to
supplement my paper by a short description. I found
the road leading to the Well busy with pilgrims, some
of whom had come a long distance by train, proceeding
on foot, or by vehicle-on the June pilgrimage, by far
the most popular of the three, there is, I am told, a
constant stream of traffic along this road, beginning
on the Friday nigh4+ and continuing until the Sunday
morning. Drawn up by the road-side above the Well,
a score or more of side-cars, pony-carts and ass-carts
were waiting. Along the approach across the fields
were posted numerous beggars, forming pickets at
" tinker" women, baby
every gate-way-strong-limbed
at breast, abounding in the restless, wild-beast beauty
of their class; ragged children, decrepid and blind men,
all clamouring for alms and eager to reinforce with
effectual prayers the devotions of the generous pilgrims,
-" Give me a copper, now, and may you get the benefit
of the round." The reliance shown upon the virtue of
a dole to these, for the most part, undeserving and disreputable people, was not the least remarkable feature
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of an occasion which, as well in its ideas as in its rites,
seemed to belong to the fifteenth rather than to the
twentieth century.
But the scene framed by the well enclosure, the
kneeling groups and the meandering files; the green
and the brown shawled figures-most of the pilgrims
were women, with earnest-O God, how earnest-faces,
moving lips, and fingers busy with the rosary; the
grave, bare-headed young men; the sundry individuals
who struck at once the eye and the heart; a gaunt,
white-haired man, his great height warped, and his
wrinkles set in pain, paying his round with a grotesque,
leaping gait; a slender, well-dressed young woman, with
stern eyes and lips, and kneeling beside her, a little
cripple girl with white, drawn face; a lusty cripple boy,
his plump cheeks crimson with the effort of plying his
crutches on the soft sward,-so many sufferers, some at
the beginning, some at the end of a life of suffering,
all so intense, so absorbed, their whole soul wrought
and strained to the highest pitch of unmitigated, uncompromising faith, completing their rounds with a
passionate eagerness that hardly brooked the restraint
of twisted and shrivelled limbs, and kneeling in oblivious
rapture of instant supplication before the " grave " and
" altar "-and not a sound heard, not an articulate
syllable from all those clamant souls, not a footfall as
the filing sufferers made dusky, sinuous tracks upon the
lush, vivid grass, and, moreover, heightening by contrast the ecstacy of the pilgrims, the mundane face of
the brawny toll-collector posted at the entrance wicket
-all made a spectacle which no one could possibly see
without emotion, and which no one having seen with
emotion could ever possibly forget.
Moreover, the
throng of poor sufferers, in the walled enclosure, trailing
themselves round the sluggish pool and kneeling in an
agony of spiritual concentration before the lip-worn
altar-stone, was invested with something of unreal,
incredible, absurd, by the immense hilarity of the spring
day, the white Siberias of cloud floating in the radiant
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blue, and far away, beyond the green fields and the
patches of golden furze, far out in the shining ocean,
the mighty swell hurling itself in gigantic exuberance
of snowy foam upon the craggy ridge of Ilaun Barnach.
I am indebted to Mr. T. Nunan, of Ardfert, for the
following particulars of the orthodox method of " paying
a round," which I append for the use of members of the
Society:(1) Kneel before the grave and say five paters and
five ayves, and offer the ' round ' for the benefit
desired.
(2) Circle the grave
watch-wise, reciting the
the rosary not be completed at
rosary. Should twice,,
termination of the third round, kneel at the grave
and finish.
Start
from the grave beginning a second rosary, and
(3)
circle the well, watch-wise thrice, reciting the
while.
(4) Kneel before the altar and recite a third rosary.
(5) Dip thrice under the water in the well, take three
sips, and dash the water thrice on to the face.
(6) Kiss each of the three figures on the altar-stone, or
sign each with the Sign of the Cross, the devotee
signing himself similarly at the same time. This
completes the 'round.'
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